UPGRADE DURABILITY

Easy Maintenance
Quickly remove clogs without tools through four convenient access points under the powerhead, at both ends of the hose, and where the wand attaches to the base. The brush roll can also be removed without tools for quick service turn-around time.

Durable Construction & Proven Reliability
For more than 30 years, ProTeam has designed vacuums with durability and quality in mind. These vacuums are low maintenance and long lasting, with multi-year warranties to back them up. Subjected to extensive laboratory and field tests, the lightweight molded plastic body of this new upright was proven to withstand heavy-duty wear and tear.

VERSATILE PERFORMANCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor Airflow</th>
<th>100 CFM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Lift</td>
<td>93 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>1100 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decibel</td>
<td>69 dBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>3.25 qt / 3 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Filtration Area</td>
<td>236 sq in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To Reorder Intercept Micro Filters:
Contact your local ProTeam distributor or ProTeam Customer Service at 866.888.2168 for directions on finding a local distributor. Filters can also be purchased on proteam.emerson.com.

Motor Airflow Standard # 107377 Intercept Micro Filter

The filtration value of ProTeam’s ProLevel Filtration System in this vacuum is achieved by the use of a multi-stage filtration system, including intercept micro filter, foam filter, and post-motor filter made from HEPA media, as tested per ASTM 3150.

Versatile Performance
To Reorder Intercept Micro Filters:
Contact your local ProTeam distributor or ProTeam Customer Service at 866.888.2168 for directions on finding a local distributor. Filters can also be purchased on proteam.emerson.com.

To Reorder Intercept Micro Filters: Contact your local ProTeam distributor or ProTeam Customer Service at 866.888.2168 for directions on finding a local distributor. Filters can also be purchased on proteam.emerson.com.

866.888.2168 | customerservice.proteam@emerson.com
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UPGRADE YOUR UPRIGHT

NEXT GENERATION UPRIGHT
Clean Better with Advanced Features

The NEW ProGen 12/15 has the added performance and features to make it an instant hit with cleaning professionals. Choose 12" or 15" width for productivity in a variety of applications. The increased maneuverability, animated dashboard display and patent pending Snap Lock Lid make this an upright like no other.

SNAP LOCK FILTER SEAL
Intercept Micro Filter’s patent pending Snap Lock Lid creates a reliable seal.

FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE
The Intercept Micro Filter is the first of a multi-stage filtration system that helps improve Indoor Air Quality.

EXTENDED REACH
Clean hard-to-reach areas with 24-inch wand and hose that stretches to 6 feet.

LED LIGHTS THE WAY
Ultra-bright LED headlamps illuminate the cleaning path.

QUICK-CHANGE CORD
Power cord removes with one screw for easy maintenance.

ADVANCED MANEUVERABILITY
Large rubberized wheels allow smooth movement, tight turning radius and easy threshold clearance.

EXCLUSIVE ANIMATED DASHBOARD
Alerts user to brush roll jam, airflow block or full filter.

LOW VERTICAL CLEARANCE
Low profile powerhead allows easy cleaning under furniture.

SERVICE WITHOUT TOOLS
Clear blockages and remove brush roll without using tools.

COST OF OWNERSHIP
Durable construction, easy maintenance and 3-year limited warranty assure a higher return on investment.

COMFORTABLE OPERATION
Ergonomic lightweight handle helps prevent fatigue.

EFFICIENT DETAILING
Premium on-board tools allow detail cleaning with maximum efficiency.

HEALTHIER AIR
Dual post-motor HEPA media filters capture and contain allergens and asthma triggers.

EXCLUSIVE ANIMATED DASHBOARD
Alerts user to brush roll jam, airflow block or full filter.

FAST-CHANGING CORD
Power cord removes with one screw for easy maintenance.

SNAP LOCK FILTER SEAL
Intercept Micro Filter’s patent pending Snap Lock Lid creates a reliable seal.

LOW VERTICAL CLEARANCE
Low profile powerhead allows easy cleaning under furniture.

SERVICE WITHOUT TOOLS
Clear blockages and remove brush roll without using tools.

COST OF OWNERSHIP
Durable construction, easy maintenance and 3-year limited warranty assure a higher return on investment.

COMFORTABLE OPERATION
Ergonomic lightweight handle helps prevent fatigue.

EFFICIENT DETAILING
Premium on-board tools allow detail cleaning with maximum efficiency.

HEALTHIER AIR
Dual post-motor HEPA media filters capture and contain allergens and asthma triggers.

ADVANCED MANEUVERABILITY
Large rubberized wheels allow smooth movement, tight turning radius and easy threshold clearance.

EXCLUSIVE ANIMATED DASHBOARD
Alerts user to brush roll jam, airflow block or full filter.

NEXT GENERATION UPRIGHT
Clean Better with Advanced Features

The NEW ProGen 12/15 has the added performance and features to make it an instant hit with cleaning professionals. Choose 12" or 15" width for productivity in a variety of applications. The increased maneuverability, animated dashboard display and patent pending Snap Lock Lid make this an upright like no other.

“Great for an office environment.”
Jonathan Lewis  |  Memphis, Tennessee

“Lightweight, suction is better and it cut down time.”
Walter Mitchell  |  Wildwood, Missouri

“I thought this vacuum was easy to maintain and use.”
Doug Hewling  |  Cincinnati, Ohio

“Love the clean-out mechanism.”
Kevin Fox  |  Meadville, Pennsylvania
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